
106. That a woman having an issue [beyond the regular time] pollutes,  
 

Leviticus 15:25 And if a woman have an issue of her blood many days out of the time of her 
separation, or if it run beyond the time of her separation; all the days of the issue of her 
uncleanness shall be as the days of her separation: she shall be unclean.  
 

Aa Ht'D 'nI- t [, ~y Bir ; ~y miy " Hm'D ' bA z bW zy "- y Ki h V'aiw> 
y mey Ki Ht'a'm.j u b Az y mey > - l K' Ht'D 'nI- l [; bWzt'- y ki 

awh i h a'mej . h y <h .Ti Ht' D 'nI 
v’-i-shah ki—ya-zuv zov da-mah ya-mim ra-bim et—ni-da-tah o 
ki—ta-zuv al—ni-da-tah kol—y’-mei zov tum-a-tah ki-mei 
ni-da-tah tih-yeh t’-me-ah hiv 
 

 Hebrew word Transliteration KJV # 

 h V'aiw> v’-i-shah  And a woman 802 
a woman, of every age and condition, whether married or not, a female 

 

 Hebrew word Transliteration KJV # 

 y Ki  ki if  3588 
if, for, because. 

 

 Hebrew word Transliteration KJV # 

 bWzy " ya-zuv have an issue  2100 
to flow, properly used of water, To flow with anything is also, by an idiom of the language, used 
of things or persons, in or from which anything flows. 

 

 Hebrew word Transliteration KJV # 

 bAz  zov out 2101 
a flowing, discharge, as of semen, of menstrual blood. 

 

 Hebrew word Transliteration KJV # 

 Hm'D '  da-mah of her blood 1818 
blood, from its red color. 

 



 

 Hebrew word Transliteration KJV # 

 ~y miy "  ya-mim days 3117 
the day, the primary signification appears to be the heat of the day. A period of time, e.g., "in the 
DAY when I took them by the hand (Jer 31:32)" which was a forty year period.  
  
NOTE: The first day in Genesis could have referred to a period of time lasting hundreds of 
millions of years, as twenty four hour periods would not have been possible given that the moon 
was not created until the forth day. 

 

 Hebrew word Transliteration KJV # 

 ~y Bir ;  ra-bim many 7227 
 
 
 
 
 

 Hebrew word Transliteration KJV # 

 t [, et the time 6256 
time, Specially a) a fit, or proper time, an opportunity  b) a certain time, as having a limit, 
opposed to eternity  c) a longer time  d) a happy time  e) an unhappy time. 
 

 Hebrew word Transliteration KJV # 

 Ht'D 'nI ni-da-tah of her separation 5079 
abomination, uncleanness, impurity. Anything declared unclean by the Torah. To do that which 
is forbidden by the Torah. 

 

 Hebrew word Transliteration KJV # 

 Aa  o or 176 
will, desire. Free will, choice. 

 

 Hebrew word Transliteration KJV # 

 y ki ki if 3588 
if, for, because. 

 

 Hebrew word Transliteration KJV # 

 bWzt' ta-zuv it run 2100 
to flow, properly used of water, To flow with anything is also, by an idiom of the language, used 
of things or persons, in or from which anything flows. 

 



 Hebrew word Transliteration KJV # 

 l [;  al on 5921 
upon, when anything is put on the upper part of another, so as to stand or lie upon it, or have it 
for its substratum. Motions (especially when rapid), unto or towards any place. This arises from 
the signification of rushing down upon anything (rushing being more swift and rapid when 
downwards). 
 
Upon, to, towards 

 

 Hebrew word Transliteration KJV # 

 Ht'D 'nI ni-da-tah her separation 5079 
abomination, uncleanness, impurity. Anything declared unclean by the Torah. To do that which 
is forbidden by the Torah. 

 

 Hebrew word Transliteration KJV # 

 l K'  kol all  3605 
ALL, Totality 

 

 Hebrew word Transliteration KJV # 

 y mey > y’-mei the days 3117 
the day, the primary signification appears to be the heat of the day. A period of time, e.g., "in the 
DAY when I took them by the hand (Jer 31:32)" which was a forty year period.  
  
NOTE: The first day in Genesis could have referred to a period of time lasting hundreds of 
millions of years, as twenty four hour periods would not have been possible given that the moon 
was not created until the forth day. 

 

 Hebrew word Transliteration KJV # 

 bAz  zov of the issue 2101 
a flowing, discharge, as of semen, of menstrual blood. 

 

 Hebrew word Transliteration KJV # 

 Ht'a'm.j u  tum-a-tah of her uncleanness 2932 
uncleanness, pollution; also an unclean thing. Used in a Levitical sense of that which is impure  
according to the Torah. 

 



 

 Hebrew word Transliteration KJV # 

 y mey Ki  ki-mei as the days 3117 
the day, the primary signification appears to be the heat of the day. A period of time, e.g., "in the 
DAY when I took them by the hand (Jer 31:32)" which was a forty year period.  
  
NOTE: The first day in Genesis could have referred to a period of time lasting hundreds of 
millions of years, as twenty four hour periods would not have been possible given that the moon 
was not created until the forth day. 

 

 Hebrew word Transliteration KJV # 

 Ht'D 'nI ni-da-tah of her separation 5079 
abomination, uncleanness, impurity. Anything declared unclean by the Torah. To do that which 
is forbidden by the Torah. 

 

 Hebrew word Transliteration KJV # 

 h y<h .Ti  tih-yeh shall be 1961 
to be, to exist, to become, to be made or done, to exist, to come to pass. 

 

 Hebrew word Transliteration KJV # 

 h a'mej .  t’-me-ah unclean 2931 
impure, unclean - in a Levitical sense as to persons, animals and things. Also used in a moral 
sense (according to the laws contained in the Torah), polluted of name, infamous. 

 

 Hebrew word Transliteration KJV # 

 awh i  hiv she  1931 
he 

 
TRANSLATION 
 

 
 



107. That the dead pollute, 
 
Numbers 19:14 This is the law, when a man dieth in a tent: all that come into the tent, and all 
that is in the tent, shall be unclean seven days. 
 

l h,aoh '- l a, aB'h ;- l K' l h ,aoB. t Wmy "- y Ki ~d' a' h r 'AT h ; t azO 
~y miy " t [;b.vi am'j .y I l h ,aoB' r v,a]- l k'w> 

 
zot ha-to-rah a-dam ki—ya-mut b’-o-hel kol—ha-ba el—ha-o-hel 
v’-khol—a-sher ba-o-hel yit-ma shiv-at ya-mim 
 

 Hebrew word Transliteration KJV # 

 t azO zot This is 2063 
this 

 

 Hebrew word Transliteration KJV # 

 h r'AT h ;  ha-to-rah the law 8451 
instruction, doctrine. 

 

 Hebrew word Transliteration KJV # 

 ~d'a'  a-dam a man 120 
a man from the root (1818) which means blood, from its red color. To denote men, the human 
race. 

 

 Hebrew word Transliteration KJV # 

 y Ki  ki when 3588 
if, for, because. 

 

 Hebrew word Transliteration KJV # 

 t Wmy " ya-mut  dieth 4191 
to die, death, dead, to kill. It is used of death, whether of men or beasts. 
 

 Hebrew word Transliteration KJV # 

 l h,aoB.  b’-o-hel in a tent 168 
a tent, a tabernacle. The Tabernacle of the covenant, i.e., the movable and portable Temple of 
the Hebrews in the desert. 
 

 Hebrew word Transliteration KJV # 

 l K'  kol all 3605 
ALL, Totality 



 

 Hebrew word Transliteration KJV # 

 aB'h ; ha-ba that come 935 
to come in, to enter. The place which anyone enters, as a house, city, country, ship. To come in, 
to be brought in, into the barn, used of annual produce, hence, to come in, to return. 

 

 Hebrew word Transliteration KJV # 

 l a, el into 9011 
to, towards 

 

 Hebrew word Transliteration KJV # 

 aB'h ; ha-o-hel the tent 168 
a tent, a tabernacle. The Tabernacle of the covenant, i.e., the movable and portable Temple of 
the Hebrews in the desert. 

 

 Hebrew word Transliteration KJV # 

 l k'w> v’-khol and all 3605 
ALL, Totality 

 

 Hebrew word Transliteration KJV # 

 r v,a] a-sher that 834 
that, which 

 

 Hebrew word Transliteration KJV # 

 l h,aoB'  ba-o-hel is in the tent 168 
a tent, a tabernacle. The Tabernacle of the covenant, i.e., the movable and portable Temple of 
the Hebrews in the desert. 

 

 Hebrew word Transliteration KJV # 

 am'j .y I  yit-ma shall be unclean 2930 
to be or become unclean, to be polluted. Especially used of uncleanness in a Levitical sense 
both of persons and animals touched by something that renders them unclean. 

 

 Hebrew word Transliteration KJV # 

 t [;b.vi  shiv-at seven 7651 
seven 

 



 

 Hebrew word Transliteration KJV # 

 ~y miy "  ya-mim days 3117 
the day, the primary signification appears to be the heat of the day. A period of time, e.g., "in the 
DAY when I took them by the hand (Jer 31:32)" which was a forty year period.  
  
NOTE: The first day in Genesis could have referred to a period of time lasting hundreds of 
millions of years, as twenty four hour periods would not have been possible given that the moon 
was not created until the forth day. 

 
TRANSLATION 
 

 
 



108. That the water of separation is polluting to a clean person, and cleanse an unclean person 
only from the pollution of the dead (WHAT?), 
 
Numbers 19:21 And it shall be a perpetual statute unto them, that he that sprinkleth the water 
of separation shall wash his clothes; and he that toucheth the water of separation shall be 
unclean until even. 

wy d'g"B. s Bek;y > h D 'NIh ;- y me h ZEm;W ~l 'A [ t Q ;xul . ~ h ,L' h t'y >h 'w> 
br ,['h '- d [; am'j .y I h D 'NI h ; y meB. [;gENOh ; w> 

 
v’-hai-tah la-hem l’-khu-qat o-lam u-ma-zeh mei—ha-ni-dah y’-kha-bes b’-ga-daiv 
v’-ha-no-ga-a b’-mei ha-ni-dah yit-ma ad—ha-a-rev 
 

 Hebrew word Transliteration KJV # 

 h t'y>h 'w> v’-hai-tah And it shall be 1961 
to be, to exist, to become, to be made or done, to exist, to come to pass. 

 

 Hebrew word Transliteration KJV # 

 ~h ,L '  la-hem unto them  
 

 

 Hebrew word Transliteration KJV # 

 t Q ;xul .  l’-khu-qat a statute 2708 
that which is established or defined. Spoken always of a single law or ordinance. Law, e.g., of 
heaven, of nature. Practice, custom. 

 

 Hebrew word Transliteration KJV # 

 ~l 'A[  o-lam perpetual 5769 
 
 
 
 

 

 Hebrew word Transliteration KJV # 

 h ZEm;W  u-ma-zeh that he that sprinkleth 5137 
to leap  1. to exult with joy  2. used of fluids, to be sprinkled, to spatter. 

 

 Hebrew word Transliteration KJV # 

 y me  mei the water 4325 
waters 

 



 Hebrew word Transliteration KJV # 

 h D'NIh ; ha-ni-dah of separation 5079 
abomination, uncleanness, impurity. Anything declared unclean by the Torah. To do that which 
is forbidden by the Torah. 

 

 Hebrew word Transliteration KJV # 

 s Bek;y >  y’-kha-bes shall wash  3526 
 
 
 
 

 

 Hebrew word Transliteration KJV # 

 wy d'g"B.  b’-ga-daiv his clothes 899 
 
 
 
 

 

 Hebrew word Transliteration KJV # 

 [;gENOh ;w> v’-ha-no-ga-a and he that toucheth 5060 
 
 
 
 

 

 Hebrew word Transliteration KJV # 

 y meB.  b’-mei the water  4325 
waters 

 

 Hebrew word Transliteration KJV # 

 h D'NIh ;  ha-ni-dah of separation 5079 
abomination, uncleanness, impurity. Anything declared unclean by the Torah. To do that which 
is forbidden by the Torah. 

 

 Hebrew word Transliteration KJV # 

 am'j .y I  yit-ma shall be unclean 2930 
to be or become unclean, to be polluted. Especially used of uncleanness in a Levitical sense 
both of persons and animals touched by something that renders them unclean. 

 



 Hebrew word Transliteration KJV # 

 d [;  ad until 5704 
while, so long as, of time, until. Even to (a great) degree, i.e., even that, so that. 

 

 Hebrew word Transliteration KJV # 

 br ,['h ' ha-a-rev even 6153 
evening 

 
TRANSLATION 
 

 
 



109. That cleansing from all pollution may be obtained by washing in flowing water [or in baths]; 
as it is said, Then he shall wash all his flesh in water, 
 
NOTE: They learn from tradition, that this washing in water is accomplished, when the whole 
body enters in at once.  EITHER THIS IS NOT THE RIGHT SCRIPTURE, OR MAIMONIDES 
WAS OUT OF HIS MIND. 
 
Leviticus 15:16 And if any man's seed of copulation go out from him, then he shall wash all 
his flesh in water, and be unclean until the even. 
 

 ~y IM ;B; #x;r 'w> [r ;z"- t b;k . vi WNM ,m i ac ete- y Ki vy aiw>  
 br ,['h '- d [; amej 'w > Ar f 'B. - l K'- t a, 

 
v’-ish ki—te-tze mi-me-nu shikh-vat—za-ra v’-ra-khatz ba-ma-yim 
et—kol—b’-sa-ro v’-ta-me ad—ha-a-rev  
 

 Hebrew word Transliteration KJV # 

 vy aiw> v’-ish And any man's 376 
a man, opposed to woman, a male, a husband 

 

 Hebrew word Transliteration KJV # 

 y Ki  ki if  3588 
if, for, because. 

 

 Hebrew word Transliteration KJV # 

 acete te-tze go out 3318 
 
 
 
 

 

 Hebrew word Transliteration KJV # 

 WNM ,mi  mi-me-nu from him 4480 
a part taken from the whole 

 

 Hebrew word Transliteration KJV # 

 t b;k.vi  shikh-vat copulation 7902 
effusion (the escape of a fluid from its natural vessels into a body cavity), pouring out. 

 

 Hebrew word Transliteration KJV # 

 [r ;z" za-ra seed 2233 
 
 
 



 

 Hebrew word Transliteration KJV # 

 #x;r 'w>  v’-ra-khatz then he shall wash 7364 
to wash, the human body. Metaphorically, the defilement of sin adhering to men. To wash the 
hands in innocence, i.e., to declare oneself innocent. To wash oneself, to be washed. 

 

 Hebrew word Transliteration KJV # 

 ~y IM ;B;  ba-ma-yim flesh in water 4325 
waters 

 

 Hebrew word Transliteration KJV # 

 t a, et his 854 
nearness, and propinquity. To draw near. With, at, by, near, used of nearness and vicinity. 

 

 Hebrew word Transliteration KJV # 

 l K' kol all 3605 
ALL, Totality 

 

 Hebrew word Transliteration KJV # 

 Ar f 'B. b’-sa-ro flesh 1320 
 
 
 
 

 

 Hebrew word Transliteration KJV # 

 amej 'w>  v’-ta-me and be unclean 2930 
to be or become unclean, to be polluted. Especially used of uncleanness in a Levitical sense 
both of persons and animals touched by something that renders them unclean. 

 

 Hebrew word Transliteration KJV # 

 d [;  ad until  5704 
while, so long as, of time, until. Even to (a great) degree, i.e., even that, so that. 

 

 Hebrew word Transliteration KJV # 

 br ,['h ' ha-a-rev the even 6153 
evening 

 
TRANSLATION 
 
 



110. That the cleansing of leprosy, whether the leprosy of a man, or the leprosy of a house, be 
made with cedar-wood, and hyssop, and scarlet threads, and two birds, and living water; as it is 
said, 
 
Leviticus 14:2 This shall be the law of the leper in the day of his cleansing: He shall be 
brought unto the priest: 
 

!h eKoh ;- l a, ab'Wh w> At r 'h \j' ~Ay B. [r 'coM .h ; t r ;A T  h y<h .Ti t azO 
 
zot tih-yeh to-rat ha-m’-tzo-ra b’-yom ta-ha-ro-to v’-hu-va el—ha-ko-hen 
 
 

 Hebrew word Transliteration KJV # 

 t azO zot This 2063 
this 

 

 Hebrew word Transliteration KJV # 

 h y<h .Ti  tih-yeh shall be 1961 
to be, to exist, to become, to be made or done, to exist, to come to pass. 

 

 Hebrew word Transliteration KJV # 

 t r ;AT   to-rat the law 8451 
instruction, doctrine. 

 

 Hebrew word Transliteration KJV # 

 [r 'coM .h ;  ha-m’-tzo-ra of the leper  6879 
 
 
 
 

 

 Hebrew word Transliteration KJV # 

 ~Ay B.  b’-yom in the day 3117 
the day, the primary signification appears to be the heat of the day. A period of time, e.g., "in the 
DAY when I took them by the hand (Jer 31:32)" which was a forty year period.  
  
NOTE: The first day in Genesis could have referred to a period of time lasting hundreds of 
millions of years, as twenty four hour periods would not have been possible given that the moon 
was not created until the forth day. 

 



 

 Hebrew word Transliteration KJV # 

 At r 'h \j '  ta-ha-ro-to of his cleansing 2893 
purity of heart, purification, cleansing. 

 

 Hebrew word Transliteration KJV # 

 ab'Wh w>  v’-hu-va He shall be brought 935 
to come in, to enter. The place which anyone enters, as a house, city, country, ship. To come in, 
to be brought in, into the barn, used of annual produce, hence, to come in, to return. 

 

 Hebrew word Transliteration KJV # 

 l a, el unto 9011 
to, towards 

 

 Hebrew word Transliteration KJV # 

 !h eKoh ; ha-ko-hen the priest 3548 
a priest 

 
TRANSLATION 
 

 



Leviticus 14:4 Then shall the priest command to take for him that is to be cleansed two birds 
alive and clean, and cedar wood, and scarlet, and hyssop: 
 

t Ar h oj. t AYx;  ~y r IP\ci- y Tev. r h eJ;M il ; x q;l 'w> !h eKoh ; h W"ciw> 
bzOaew > t [;l ;At  y nI v.W zr ,a, #[e w>  

 
v’-tzi-vah ha-ko-hen v’-la-qakh la-mi-ta-her sh’-tei—tzi-pa-rim kha-yot t’-ho-rot 
v’-etz e-rez u-sh’-ni to-la-at v’-e-zov 
 

 Hebrew word Transliteration KJV # 

 ~Ay B.  b’-yom in the day 3117 
the day, the primary signification appears to be the heat of the day. A period of time, 
e.g., "in the DAY when I took them by the hand (Jer 31:32)" which was a forty year 
period.  
  
NOTE: The first day in Genesis could have referred to a period of time lasting hundreds 
of millions of years, as twenty four hour periods would not have been possible given that 
the moon was not created until the forth day. 

 

 Hebrew word Transliteration KJV # 

 At r 'h \j '  ta-ha-ro-to of his cleansing 2893 
purity of heart, purification, cleansing. 
 

 Hebrew word Transliteration KJV # 

 ab'Wh w>  v’-hu-va He shall be brought 935 
to come in, to enter. The place which anyone enters, as a house, city, country, ship. To 
come in, to be brought in, into the barn, used of annual produce, hence, to come in, to 
return. 

 

 Hebrew word Transliteration KJV # 

 !h eKoh ; ha-ko-hen the priest 3548 
a priest 

 

 Hebrew word Transliteration KJV # 

 h W"ciw> v’-tzi-vah (and) command 6680 
to set up. 

 



 

 Hebrew word Transliteration KJV # 

 !h eKoh ;  ha-ko-hen the priest 3548 
a priest 

 

 Hebrew word Transliteration KJV # 

 x q;l 'w>  v’-la-qakh (and) to take 3947 
 
 
 
 

 

 Hebrew word Transliteration KJV # 

 r heJ;M il ;  la-mi-ta-her to be cleansed 2891 
 
 
 
 

 

 Hebrew word Transliteration KJV # 

 y Tev.  sh’-tei two 8147 
two 

 

 Hebrew word Transliteration KJV # 

 ~y rIP\ci tzi-pa-rim birds 6833 
1. a small bird, so called from its twittering; specially a sparrow  2. a bird, of any kind, 
birds. 

 

 Hebrew word Transliteration KJV # 

 t AYx;  kha-yot alive 2416 
alive, living, lively, vigorous. Also, flourishing, prosperous. Fresh, as of a plant in its 
greenness, as of running water, opposed to that which is stagnant and putrescent. 

 



 

 Hebrew word Transliteration KJV # 

 t Ar h oj.  t’-ho-rot clean 2889 
 
 
 
 

 

 Hebrew word Transliteration KJV # 

 #[ew>  v’-etz and wood 6086 
1. a tree  2. wood, specially of a wooden post, stake. 

 

 Hebrew word Transliteration KJV # 

 zr ,a,  e-rez cedar 730 
cedar 

 

 Hebrew word Transliteration KJV # 

 y nIv.W  u-sh’-ni and scarlet 8144 
coccus, crimson, or deep scarlet, produced by certain insects; coccus ilicis, which 
adheres, together with its eggs, to the leaves of the ilex. 

 

 Hebrew word Transliteration KJV # 

 t [;l ;At   to-la-at (worm) 8438 
1. a worm, specially one which springs from putrefaction; those which devour plants. 
Metaphorically used of a weak and despised man  2. especially scarlet, scarlet color. 

 

 Hebrew word Transliteration KJV # 

 bzOaew >  v’-e-zov and hyssop 231 
hyssop 

 
TRANSLATION 
 

 
 
 

 


